INTRODUCTION
FREE MARKET CAPITALISM IS UNDERSTOOD BY MOST AMERICANS as instrumental to the American dream, providing ordinary people with the economic means for their pursuit of happiness.' Most of the benefits of free enterprise, however, currently accrue to a small fraction of already wealthy high income earners, corporate shareholders, and business interests with a long, consistent, and well-documented history of antagonism towards the interests of consumers, workers, society, and the natural environment.
2 Emerging models of geopolitics, the economy, and the corporation suggest that this elitist, anti-regulatory posture of business is fast becoming obsolete as the value of human capital gains currency in the knowledge-driven, creative economy of the market state? The emergence of the market state is a movement towards economic democracy in which people expect accountability from business and free enterprise as a platform of opportunity for achieving their goals and realizing their dreams. 4 This Article examines the future of enterprise regulation from the moral perspective of social accountability, arguing that the era of global market states constitutes a new social charter in which business performs as a platform of freedom and opportunity for all. In this arrangement, legal and regulatory mechanisms structure business to reintegrate economic and social goals and capitalize human freedom. The measure of global business and market effectiveness is not just capital generation, but human flourishing. Imaginative business leaders will see this new era of capitalism as an opportunity for collaborative value-creating partnerships among diverse stakeholders in realizing the dream of human flourishing for America and the world.
I.
GLOBALIZATION AND THE AMERICAN DREAM Drawing on the rich legacy of the U.S. Declaration of Independence, Bill of Rights, and Constitution, James Truslow Adams coined the phrase "the American dream," described as While the material aspects of the American dream often have been emphasized, it is clear from Adams' original text that he also considered equality, hard work, and social order as essential elements for people to achieve the full measure of their human potential. The mythology of the American dream has become an emblematic feature of American popular culture, fueling a diverse range of hopes and desires. 6 Scholars also observe the erosion of hard work and initiative as key elements of the American dream, attributing a more recent "get rich quick" attitude to the combined impact of industrialization that locks many people in low-paying, dead-end jobs, and escapist entertainment glamorizing conspicuous consumption 7. The state has a duty to protect and defend the civil rights and freedoms of its citizens. 8. The state has a duty to defend citizens from external threats and attacks. 9. The state has exclusive right to the use of force to impose order among its citizens. 10. Citizens have a duty of allegiance to the supreme will of the state. 11. Citizens have a duty to respect and defend the civil rights and freedoms of fellow citizens. 12. Citizens have a duty to respect the rules of society. 22 In sum, a legitimate social contract is undertaken with the free consent of individuals who act as equals to establish a social order for mutual advantage and relinquish sovereign authority to the State to govern according to agreed principles of law.
23
A modern nation state earns its continued legitimacy by providing citizens with (1) social identity, (2) security, and (3) social benefits. 24 A social identity may include language, culture, religion, and customs as well as geographic territory; security includes the rule of law and its enforcement to maintain internal social order as well as defense against external threats. Social benefits may include institutions and mechanisms to spread the burdens and risks necessary for shared goods such as arsenals, food supplies, or public treasuries. 25 Social contract theory admits the possibility of various forms of sovereignty to achieve these ends, most commonly monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy, all of which are represented in the modern community of nations. 26 Each of these may, in turn, take various forms. A monarchy, for example, may vest all authority and power in an absolute ruler, share power with a council or parliament, or establish a feudal system of mutual obligations and rights between lord and vassals. 27 Although the "original" social contract largely is understood as a discursive device, contemporary political theorists perpetuate its use as a framework for justice in the modern state.
2 ' Rawls, for example, in his Original Position behind the Veil of Ignorance, reframes and reinvents the State of Nature to posit a universal social contract based on justice to accommodate both democracies and "decent" nondemocratic societies that recognize the moral 22 28. RAWLS, A THEORY OF JUSTICE, supra note 18, at 118-23 (defining the veil of ignorance as assuming persons in the theoretical original position before the social contract is made are unaware of their abilities or social status); Rawls, The Law of Peoples, supra note 18, at 43-56 (extending the principles of social contract theory and justice to the structure of all hierarchical societies).
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claims of justice and human rights. 29 The United Nations, founded on social contract principles," therefore includes divergent political foundations to the community of nations, acknowledging the sovereignty of Saudi Arabia, China, and Thailand along with that of democracies such as France and the United States."
For hundreds of years-certainly since the framing of the U.S. Constitutionthe modern form of the social contract has been the nation state, originating in the 1648 Peace of Westphalia that ended decades of devastating religious wars in Europe. 2 The Peace of Westphalia defined the nation by territorial boundaries and shifted the mechanism of national allegiance from the person of the ruler to the apparatus of the State, laying the foundation of internationally negotiated diplomatic, military, and commercial relationships among sovereign states that characterize the modern system of nation states. 3 Phil Bobbitt describes the modern nation state as a three-dimensional social contract involving security (external defense and internal social order), welfare (social benefits), and culture (social identity). 34 In exchange for allegiance to the State and fulfilling the duties of citizenship, citizens are assured of national borders protected from external threats, domestic security protecting people and property within national borders, and social benefits such as a fair judicial system, police and fire protection, public education, public roadways, railways, utilities, and regulation of commerce. 5 The autonomy of the nation state enables a high level of differentiated national culture within an international framework of law, diplomacy, and military force that grants legitimacy in the community of nations and supremacy within national borders to those nations capable of demonstrating their ability to fulfill the responsibilities of statehood. 6 Hence, the dubiously just consequence wherein the Ukrainians are a nation state, but the Kurds are not. that nationless ethnic groups with a strong sense of cultural history and identity are among those questioning the social contract of the nation state."
III.

CONDITIONS OF DEMISE FOR THE NATION STATE
In the course of a single lifetime, the world has been transformed by the convergence of disquieting factors, many of which generally are regarded as positive, but which also expose human beings to significantly increased levels of risk and uncertainty. In describing this transformation, Philip Bobbitt argues that the international order of nation states is being supplanted by an emerging political economy of market states, with profound and far-reaching implications for human societies." The fundamental moral significance of this transformation is the inability of the nation state to fulfill the obligations of the social contract." Pervasive, disruptive forces greatly have increased the exposure of people and property to risks and dangers for which the State cannot effectively remedy or respond." The following discussion outlines some of these forces, most of which are discussed by Bobbitt, Fukuyama, and others in some detail, as conditions that threaten and compromise access to human dreams of freedom, prosperity, and security.
42
A. Universal human rights norms
The nation state social contract is rooted in political philosophies that champion the moral worth, dignity, rights, and equality of all human beings expressed in the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, which was first promulgated in 1947 and ratified by a majority of nations. 43 Many of these nations are consistent in affirming and protecting these rights in their internal laws." In contrast, however, many individual nations apply exclusions or conditions to the principles of human rights and there is little consensus among nations about the specific circumstances that might warrant intervention in the internal affairs of a sovereign nation for the purpose of protecting the rights of citizens within that nation." In some instances, such as Darfur, blatant human rights violations are perpetrated amid conditions of civil strife. 46 In others, such as Pakistan, legitimate constitutions allow discriminatory religious laws to supersede civil laws. 47 As a result, the international community is often slow and ineffective in responding to human rights crises and attempting to intervene, while states are subject to increasing external scrutiny for what were once regarded as strictly internal affairs.
8
B. Scientific discoveries
Human experience itself has become what Fukuyama calls a "posthuman" permutation induced by psychotropic drugs, genetic engineering, cloning, and other biotechnologies that change the essence of embodiment.
4 " Aging, disease, emotional states, and reproduction are subject to choices that were once unthinkable and remain alien to some religious and cultural sensibilities.
0 States attempting to control the development of biotechnologies, such as the United States' limits on stem cell research, find the research streams flourishing elsewhere and generating products, markets, and revenue streams for wealthier, more mobile and risk-averse intellectual talent, consumers, and investors."
C. Global knowledge economy
The knowledge economy is not just about knowledge. Ideas and intangibles are the value drivers for everything from steel to agriculture, creating and innovating products that are increasingly weightless and adaptive.
2 The traditional industrial model of value chains has been replaced by a more fluid, e-commerce model of value networks and value webs." In this market of virtual conversations and transactions, high value talent is attracted to high value jobs and the competition for human talent puts individuals without education and companies and countries 46 without education facilities at a disadvantage. 4 As even tangible products (alarm clocks and window glass) and services (fast food and household help) require skilled technical labor, the brain drain from nations unable or unwilling to compete will exacerbate disparities of global wealth and income."
5
D. Global capital markets
The wealth of nations is determined by access to capital.
5 6 Most countries seeking to promote business and develop markets are unable to ignore or compete with the external capital pools available to their nation's entrepreneurs and investors, and they are unable to keep capital within their borders.
5 7 Despite market fluctuations and economic cycles, the world is awash with surplus capital to which no single nation can stake a certain claim.
5 " Capital markets are a global cotillion of nations, cities, communities, and entrepreneurs competing for spots on the dance cards of investors hoping to find at least one partner with a dream they can share. 
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E. Global communication networks
As the French have learned, even l'Acad~mie fran~aise cannot completely eliminate American slang from their daily vocabulary.
63 Nations seeking to wall themselves off from external influences may find themselves not only economically disadvantaged, but unsuccessful in their censorship as well. Although fears about globalization range from resistance to a monoculture of McCulture" and CocaColanization 5 to environmental concerns about large-scale materialism 6 and commodification of indigenous cultures, 67 there also are counterarguments suggesting that pluralism and diversity have become permanent geopolitical values.
66
Whatever stance a state takes vis-A-vis globalization, its emergence as an object of thought, action, and discourse has transformed its meaning in the political imagination beyond its origins in State.
F. Proliferation of global and transnational threats
Acid rain, holes in the ozone layer, and the Chernobyl disaster alerted nations everywhere to the impossibility of containing assaults to Earth's environment. 69 Disease pathogens know no boundaries and efforts to secure boundaries against pathogens are notoriously ineffective. 
G. Threat of WMD deployment
Rogue nations are even less of a danger than terrorist groups with access to nuclear and chemical weapons." 5 The most robust defense systems may lessen but not eliminate these threats. 74 Even in the United States, where public health disaster preparedness is a high priority, frontline health professionals only recently have been trained to recognize and manage deadly biochemical pathogens, but even that training is incomplete and inconsistent. The sheer scale and complexity of these challenges overwhelms the capacities of individual nations for effective response in a way that protects national identity and autonomy in providing for the security and social welfare of their citizens. This marks a critical juncture for the familiar nation state arrangements that have served many generations as a foundation of national peace and prosperity in an age where the autonomy of individual nations was possible. As expansion of commerce and markets create wealth and opportunities beyond the imagination of previous generations, citizens of all nations define their identity less completely by their nationality, understand the limited capacity of their governments in providing security, and see their governments as one of many sources of social benefits. 76 There is little evidence, however, that citizens of nation states are relinquishing their claims to social security and safety nets provided by the nation state; rather, they are expanding their expectations to include business as instrumental in the infrastructure of social welfare." In consequence, the roles of and relationships among the state, civil society, and business have changed, setting the stage for the market state. 
See infra Parts IV-V.
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IV. THE RISE AND FALL OF THE AMERICAN "WELFARE STATE"
Social welfare, or the provision of social benefits, is one of the defining duties of a nation state. 79 The 20th century rise and demise of what has come to be known, often pejoratively, as "the welfare state" was spurred in most industrialized nations by conditions of extreme distress such as the Great Depression and World War ll.8" Far from being a grandly engineered scheme, however, the apparatus of social welfare programs and policies emerged over time in response to political, social, and economic conditions that varied over time and among nations in creating needs for which people expected a response from their governments. 8 Sometimes social welfare extends beyond an individual state to other nations as with the U.S. Marshall Plan, funding European reconstruction after World War II with far-reaching programs designed to rebuild material infrastructure and reboot economic, social, and political institutions. 82 While the United States is remarkably less welfare-oriented than other industrialized nations, the combination of the Great Depression and Keynesian economics provided the social, political, and economic impetus for increased social spending on income security, health, education, and housing during the mid-twentieth century. 83 Nobel economist Gunnar Myrdal was among the strongest proponents of a global welfare system that was fueled by the rising prosperity of industrialized nation states.
84
Critics of the welfare state, particularly in the era of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher, warned of a looming crisis when public treasuries would be unable to support the rapid increase of social spending for entitlement programs, yet very few American legislators were willing to touch the biggest social entitlement program of all-the income tax deduction for home mortgage interest. 85 Others suggested that there was, in fact, no looming crisis and that the myth of the welfare state was in reality an array of distinct programs that constantly are being created, recreated, and reconfigured in response to changing circumstances. 6 Even more startling is Stein Ringen's more recent conclusion that-for the most part-the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) study of welfare programs and politics, Ringen repeated his study and again concluded that although the mix of social welfare programs and policies had realigned somewhat, most of them were providing tangible social benefits and stood on their own merits of documented achievements and results." s Although anti-welfare rhetoric has continued into the 21st, century, with the mythic U.S. welfare state symbolically put to rest by the Clinton Administration welfare reform initiatives, 9 the reality of government responding to the needs and concerns of citizens continues its political currency with job loss due to outsourcing, the subprime mortgage fallout, and the lack of health insurance ranking high on the agendas of both Democrats and Republicans.
9 Citizens still expect government to work with them to solve problems through programs and policies that often involve choices about values, costs, and benefits. 9 In the United States, where anti-welfare sentiment is the strongest and the social safety the weakest among wealthy nations, majority sentiment reflects a strong and unwavering approbation of public spending for social welfare even as the rhetoric of social welfare has become unpopular and politically untenable. 92 The complexity of problems and the range of solutions that can be accomplished by one nation's government alone also have changed. Increasingly, citizens and government have turned to business and the mechanism of markets to solve problems and create opportunities targeted to social welfare outcomes."
V. THE EMERGENCE OF THE MARKET STATE
By the beginning of the 21st century, much of the world has come to recognize the value of human freedom, realizing as well that freedom includes not only the affirmation and exercise of political and civil rights, but also the expansion of economic rights and opportunities that support the full range of human capabilities for a rich 
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and fulfilling quality of life. 94 The corporation, originally created as a legal entity for generating and distributing wealth among multiple stakeholders, was instrumental in the creation and dissemination of technology, ideas, social practices, and information that permanently has altered the relationship of people and the State. In realizing the opportunities available through business, they also realize the limitations of the State. The State can provide an identity, facilitate benefits of military protection and internal security, regulate internal commerce, and even provide a social safety net. But unlike free enterprise, the State does not create wealth that gives concrete traction to human dreams.
A. The social contract of the market state
In this new age of freedom and opportunity, the apparatus of the State, with its governing and political institutions, continues to play a role in defining social identity, providing external and internal security, and providing social benefits. In much of the world, the State uses the rule of law to legitimize national identities infused with diverse ethno-religious cultures and pluralist politics; but the understanding of social identity and national allegiance also is becoming more complex. Europeans, for example, are no longer simply Germans or Italians; they are German and Italian members of a European Community.
9
" With this new identity comes the new challenge of renegotiating individual and collective responsibilities as well as renegotiating how responsibility for providing security and social benefits should be apportioned among governments (federal, state, and local), civil society, and perhaps to existing supranational agencies and institutions such as North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the United Nations (UN), and to others yet to be imagined and created. 96 States continue to provide security through defense, law enforcement, and the courts, but these functions are not infrequently outsourced to private business. 97 As in the past, people expect benefits as members of a society, but the State's role as a 94. See SEN, supra note 68, at 3-4 (relating development to the expansion of freedom and the removal of "unfreedom").
95 direct provider of those benefits has shifted to one of brokering and regulating a host of institutions and mechanisms to achieve those ends.
" States serve as a policy forum, fiscal agent, contractor, and financial broker for competing multi-sector stakeholders in the negotiation, design, and delivery of social benefits.
99 Nations and societies throughout the world are engaging in similar reinventions of themselves and their social contracts as they build their own versions of the market state.
B. Business and economic implications of the market state
In the new geopolitical vision of the market state, the role of business is transformed from an engine of wealth creation and profit maximization for owners and shareholders to a platform of opportunity maximization for the mass of individual citizens, thus engaging business in an unprecedented and instrumental way of providing social benefits that have traditionally been understood as the responsibility of the State as part of its legitimating social contract."' 0 The shift to business as a provider of social benefits heightens the contradiction between human rights norms constituting the modern State and the historical devaluation of human beings and human labor by a market focused more on profits than on people." 0 ' In a community of nations that espouses the supreme moral worth of the human person and the universality of human rights, how is it possible that the moral claims of personhood are not sufficient to assure that humans do not sell their labor for less than the value of decent food and shelter? How is it possible that there is not enough work to employ everyone? And how is it possible that free enterprise does not measure wealth in metrics of human flourishing? If business is to be a credible platform of human opportunity for all, it will need to participate in providing affirmative answers to these questions.
One of the major economic challenges of the market state is developing the wealth-creating potential of global markets by reorienting poor and disadvantaged states to more competitive positions in a market economy."
2 Some of the experiments in this reorientation process emerged as part of a prototypical blueprint of market state policies. Although the Washington Consensus was controversial from the start due to extremely negative criticism, particularly from antiglobalization critics such as Noam Chomsky and Naomi Klein, and had a mixed record of achievement, it exemplifies a growing reorientation to free market mechanisms and practices as a path towards realizing broad-based social benefits. 6 As economists and international policy experts evaluated its outcomes, some viewed it as incomplete and others judged it a flawed failure.
7 Others applied lessons from the Latin American experiment to the transitional economies of Eastern Europe to argue for a new, "post-Washington consensus" to emphasize the role of strong institutions as the key to liberalization and privatization for a path of sustainable, equitable growth with a supportive role for the State.
0 0 These examples demonstrate that the features of the market state developing over the past several years will continue to develop as lessons are learned from applying principles in practice.
C. Operating principles of the market state
In observing the trends of the emerging market state, Bobbitt outlines a set of core understandings that the community of market states are adopting as the new "economic orthodoxy."' 0 9 These principles are replacing the regulatory regime of the nation state to achieve levels of growth required to support the goals of market 3. Labor markets should be more flexible to compete effectively with foreign labor markets producing comparable products at lower costs. 4. Access to all markets and less regulated trade should be assured to grow the world economy. 5. A state's trade policy should be free to promote growth by enabling its goods to penetrate foreign markets. 6. Government spending should manage subsidies and welfare to invest in infrastructure and promote private saving (which will lower the cost of investment). 7. Tax policy should promote growth through incentives for domestic capital formation and retention that attract enterprise and maximize innovation."' This is an attractive, compelling picture of market state economic orthodoxy: as States with developed economies open up borders to trade, liberalize labor markets, incentivize business investment through tax policies, and efficiently manage public welfare subsidies, they become destinations for capital to create new businesses, products, and jobs that will in turn generate higher tax revenues at lower tax rates to continue the cycle of growth and contribute to greater wealth and opportunities for all. On the other hand, industrial workers in developed economies such as the United States will find their labor devalued by competition from workers in developing economies able to achieve comparable or even greater productivity levels for a fraction of the cost. To manage the disruptive effects of the global market state economy, American workers will demand a more robust safety net of universal health care, unemployment income, job retraining, and retirement support as the U.S. economy adjusts by creating new avenues of productivity for them." 2 Despite the social and cultural disruption of globalized markets (such as challenges to traditional social hierarchies that subordinate lower castes, women, and dependent family members), States with developing economies, however, will find little economic downside in the path to a faster growth cycle of higher wages providing more tax revenue for spending on public education, bringing more educated men and women into the paid workforce, leading to lower birthrates to enhance political stability and macroeconomic prudence, which attracts foreign investment to finance more growth, liberalize authoritarianism, and encourage personal auton- 
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omy." 3 Unless American business and government can collaborate effectively to create a strong social safety net, these conditions will fuel fulfillment of the global dream for developing nations while dimming the dreams of Americans.
VI. U.S. BUSINESS AND THE AMERICAN DREAM
In an era of unprecedented wealth accompanied by the rhetoric of "the ownership society,"" 4 American business does not work for most Americans as a platform for realizing their dreams.
" 5 In fact, U.S. business interests represented by the Business Roundtable, corporate lobbyists, free market think tanks (e.g., the American Enterprise Institute, the Heritage Foundation, and the Cato Institute) and publications such as The National Journal, The Public Interest, and Fox News, have systematically worked to shape the business and public policy norms that have widened disparities in wealth and income distribution by funneling capital to the wealthy while excluding low-wage workers from reaping comparable benefits for their labor inputs." ' Although standards of living for low-wage workers are better than in the 1920s, economic inequality matches that of the Gilded Age."
7 Economic inequality is a serious potential risk of a market state economy; the invisible hand of the market does not promote equality."' Incidents of severe market disruption, distortion, and corruption pose fundamental questions about the process of marketization and privatization, particularly in the provision of public or collective goods (e.g, military support, prison systems, education, public safety, disaster management, and health care) where market efficiency may conflict with social goals such as equity or care." 9 When the profit potential for essential vaccines offers insufficient market incentive for stimulating production even with substantial public subsidies,' it is clear that the market does 113 not function effectively in providing a necessary social benefit. The risks of market insufficiency and distortion are compounded by globalization when the underlying ethics driving a product's value are contested among key stakeholders, such as the use of tobacco by children, lead paint in toys, or adoption of vehicle emission standards.
2 ' American business has a long way to go in becoming a reliable platform of human opportunity for all stakeholders. Attempts by free market devotes to privatize health care and Social Security illustrate the reluctance of American citizens to relinquish their claim to state-sponsored social welfare benefits despite the popular rhetoric of marketization' 22 It is unlikely that their minds will change in an era of growing risk.
Even the most ardent free market proponents acknowledge the problems of economic losers in the disruptive cycle of creative destruction and the need for society to provide safety nets. In fact, as Rajan and Zingales warn, successful capitalism can be its own worst enemy when incumbents seeking to suppress competition align with market losers embittered by their fall without a safety net to create a political agenda for limiting capital growth and investment.' 23 U.S. business is only beginning to explore the value-creating possibilities of integrating profitability and social welfare goals, while facing the greater challenge of overcoming its historical track record of obstructive resistance to concrete measures of accountability for its social performance in value creation, preferring the comfortably narrow measures of short-term profitability.' 24 This well-documented history does not serve the interests of most Americans and seriously undermines their opportunities to realize the American dream for themselves.
A. Economic inequality and the fading American Dream
A long history of wealth and income inequality among American households has been well documented by economic and social researchers such as Picketty and Saez.'
25 Economic inequality acquired a new meaning during the last century, however, as social equality and human rights movements moved women, blacks, and 
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ethnic minorities into the mainstream of American life.' 26 While low-paid workers at the dawn of the 20th century may have mutely suffered inequity as their lot in life, the economic "losers" of the early 21st century believe themselves to be the social and political equals of the rich, raising the possibility of far more disquieting questions about the structural causes of economic inequality.1 2 7 If all Americansand, indeed, all of global humanity-are equal, then why is the economy structured to deny equal economic opportunity? When there is so much wealth in the world, why is public investment in education and social infrastructure-a key element of the Washington consensus-so lacking in U.S. urban centers and in whole nations locked in poverty? Even the continuous streaming of mindless reality show distractions cannot totally divert public concern from these questions.
B. Business and the welfare state
U.S. business interests-the think tanks, lobbyists, and press noted above' 5 -consistently have projected a negative imagery of the "welfare state" as a threat to American domestic and international interests.1 29 This imagery has been adopted as well by Republican Party leaders to focus on the poor, tacitly understood as Black, as objects of ridicule, blame, and hostility. 3 The famously hyperbolized "Chicago Cadillac welfare queen" touted by Ronald Reagan in 1976 brilliantly captured the venomous indignation of hard-working Americans exploited by welfare cheaters.
3 ' The campaign against Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), Job Corps, and other publicly funded programs for the poor was extremely effective, creating a popular wisdom of eliminating welfare by creating "workfare" and "welfare-to-work" programs.'
32 Ironically, U.S. spending on income transfers and subsidies to the poor historically have lagged far behind those of other wealthy nations, a fact often attributed to American mythology of individualism and self-sufficiency " but also, by some, to racism with the observation that white Americans resist eco- 4 Moreover, the more costly Medicare and Social Security programs, benefitting all older Americans, remain highly popular despite repeated attempts to downsize or privatize them.' Business-oriented rhetoric about "trickle down," the work ethic, and the invisible hand are convenient hooks for biased public opinion and the politics of corporate greed.
C. Business and taxation
Under the free market banner of "smaller government" and "privatization," probusiness interests effectively have argued that a light tax burden for business benefits everyone, increasing business investment, jobs, and economic growth.' 36 In reality, however, the flow of untaxed capital is less clearly directed towards benefits for the masses of enterprise stakeholders than towards elite enterprise owners and executives."' Corporate spending on C-Suite salaries, bonuses, entertainment, and lavish headquarters are of little benefit to other stakeholders.
Tax policy for corporations and high net-worth and high income individuals is admittedly a complex, value-laden challenge involving a myriad of competing stakeholder claims.
" 8 While few would argue for a return to the highly progressive tax rates of the Eisenhower years,' 39 the direction of tax burden apportionment increasingly has been skewed to fall on the middle classes with readily accessible exceptions, exclusions, and loopholes for corporate, high income earners, and wealthy taxpayers. 4 Corporations are especially heavy-handed in pursuing local and state tax benefits and subsidies in exchange for doing business in particular communities. The result is that business does not have to share its tax burden and is given the lion's share of benefit in an extremely business-friendly public policy environment. While most businesses are honest, the general feeling is that business is entitled to evade and avoid as much tax as possible'
42
-and that taxation should not be the responsibility of business. Moreover, the business-friendly tax environment frequently does not extend to the thousands of small businesses that are the backbone of American business communities and hire most of the workers.' 
D. Business and the valuation of human capital
American economic interests initially were framed from the perspective of property owners who viewed labor as an input cost of business to be contained as much as possible to generate profit.' Slavery was just one institutional expression of this viewpoint. It was not until 1914 that the Clayton Antitrust Act affirmed that labor was not a commodity. 14 American workers' early efforts in the 19th century to assert their economic interests were met with strong resistance from American business-sometimes using methods that were unsavory, calloused, and violent. American government frequently has aligned with business in its consistent historical opposition to initiatives by workers to organize in promoting their collective interests. The Philadelphia Journeyman Cordwainers' campaign for wage increases in 1806, for instance, was met with a criminal conviction on conspiracy charges brought by their trade master employers. founded by Samuel Gompers in 1886 at the height of campaigns to protect workers in the American economy's shift to industrial production.'
49
Critics of organized labor see it as a declining institution, citing the loss of union membership, diminished influence in both Democrat and Republican parties, the failure of unions to stand unequivocally for the equality of women and minority workers, and recurrent scandals among its leadership and member unions.
5° Once a vocal and visible champion of American workers, organized labor no longer attracts members in a post-industrial economy rapidly shifting from manufacturing to service, technology, and knowledge.' 5 ' From a high of 32.7% in 1953, union membership among American workers has dropped steeply to the current 13%, or 15.7 million workers.1 2 While losing membership among its industrial base of mining and manufacturing industries, the young, and in most occupational groups, however, the AFL-CIO has successfully organized teachers, government employees, and protective service workers (firefighters, law enforcement, security, and corrections).' 53 Despite these gains, however, labor unions have failed to attract workers among the emerging technology, professional, and service sectors.'
54
Although organized labor achieved a high level of influence in the mid-20th century to establish new legal protections for workers, these gains since have diminished. Fueled by Cold War and anti-globalization fears that the slightest hint of economic solidarity among workers would toll a death knell for U.S. competitiveness in a free market economy, corporate and business interests have continued their campaign against organized labor, often citing statistics such as the high cost of labor compensation and benefits in the pricing of U.S. automobiles.' 55 The majority of U.S. workers are employed in small businesses that are not unionized, however, and the decimation of labor unions has helped keep compensation of U.S. workers suppressed while corporate profits have soared.' 56 As a result, the majority of low-to-middle-wage U.S. workers have not benefitted proportionally from their 
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contribution to value creation in a growing economy of increasing economic inequality." 7 E. Business and the regulatory environment U.S. business is against regulation.' 58 If regulation is inevitable, then attorneys and economists representing business interests position themselves to be deeply involved in the drafting of law and regulations. From an economic efficiency perspective, business functions best when it is relatively unconstrained."
9 This attitude resonates with American individualism yet it fails to account for the cost of providing the social environment and infrastructure necessary for a thriving free market economy. From the robber barons to the Enron debacle, U.S. business has demonstrated the downside of too little regulation.
6 ' More importantly, the anti-regulatory stance of business fails to acknowledge the inherent inefficiencies in the human purpose of enterprise wherein human beings, with imperfect knowledge and rationality, determine the value of products and services.
6 ' While the anti-regulatory position of business is understandable, it frequently fails to acknowledge or account for the public interest, seeking solely to maximize profitability.' 62 The profit maximization mantra has justified deregulatory decisions that have proved disastrous for consumers, the environment, society in general, and even for business.' 63 The deregulation of telecommunications, energy, and financial services preceded some of the biggest cases of corporate fraud and scandal in U.S. history.' 64 The recent Federal Communication Commission (FCC) deregulation of media industry, despite overwhelming protest from the public, threatens to undermine the integrity of news and information throughout the country.' , at Cl (noting that while the average CEO's compensation "has increased more than 600 percent" in the last 25 years, "the ratio between the average pay for a top executive and a worker ... has more than quadrupled, to a multiple of 170").
158. Business in democratic societies operates from a foundation of principles affirming justice and human worth. The moral claims of those principles are well understood in terms of political and civil rights. In the United States especially, the economic foundation of democracy and human rights is less fully understood.
A. Democracy and the economy of freedom
Nobel economist Amartya Sen asserts that the moral measure of the economyand of business as a major economic driver-is human freedom, defined as the development of specific and uniquely human individual and collective capabilities that are both the ends and the instrumental means of freedom.' 66 Sen defines fundamental human capabilities, the functional essence of human freedom:
Political freedoms:
[T]he opportunities that people have to determine who should govern and on what principles ... ; the possibility to scrutinize and criticize authorities, to have freedom of political expression and an uncensored press, to enjoy the freedom to choose between different political parties ... ; political entitlements . . . (encompassing . . . dialogue, dissent, and critique as well as voting rights and participatory selection of legislators and executives.)' 67
Economic facilities:
[O]pportunities that individuals respectively enjoy to utilize economic resources for the purpose of consumption, production, or exchange. The economic entitlements that a person has will depend on the resources owned or available for use as well on conditions of exchange, such as relative prices and the working of markets. Insofar as the process of economic development increases the income and wealth of a country, they are reflected in corresponding enhancement of economic entitlements of the population. It should be obvious that in the relation between national income and wealth, on the one hand, and the economic entitlements of individuals (or families), on the other, distributional considerations are important, in addition to aggregative ones . . . . The availability and access to finance can be a crucial influence on the economic entitlements. 6 
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Social opportunities:
[A]rrangements that society makes for education, health care and so on, which influence the individual's substantive freedom to live better. 
Transparency guarantees:
[T]he need for openness that people can expect: the freedom to deal with one another under guarantees of disclosure and lucidity . .. 0 These guarantees have a clear instrumental role in preventing corruption, financial irresponsibility and underhand dealings."'
Protective security:
[The] social safety net for preventing the affected population from being reduced to abject misery, and in some cases even starvation and death. 
B. The moral claims of human capabilities
Aligning closely with Sen, Martha Nussbaum repeatedly and elegantly has argued the moral claims of justice and human worth in concrete economic terms.' 73 In examining the collective responsibility for human rights in relation to human capabilities, Nussbaum emphasizes the ability of people to be and choose rather than simply the negative liberty of noninterference.' 74 In practice, this understanding of justice and human worth establishes the moral basis for political and civil rights; for example, the right to practice one's religion and lifestyle without interference.
7
It also establishes the moral basis for a right to education, health care, law enforcement, transparent contracts, access to credit, and a host of facilities required for living a fully human life.' 76 These rights are available to relatively affluent people in states with developed economies, but they are not readily available to poor people in those same countries or to the majority of people in poor nations. Moral discussions of inequality and injustice begin with poverty because of the inseparable link between economics and human flourishing. Much has been written about the moral responsibility that wealthy people and nations have for relieving the poverty and suffering of poor people and nations, but astonishingly, little has been done to solve the problem.1 4 Thomas Pogge challenges the moral thinking of the world's wealthier people by rejecting the notion that our moral failure is a lack of generosity.' Instead he questions why "955 million citizens of the affluent countries are morally entitled to their 81 percent of the global product" when their 
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consumption is the direct cause of so much human suffering and deprivation." 8 6 If, as democratic principles proclaim, all people are created equal, then why is that equality not understood as more than equal voting and jurisprudence?
With economic inequality and injustice increasing proportionally to the growth in world wealth created by the expansion of enterprise, markets, and capital, what is the moral case for the market state? The economic arguments for economic growth are compelling, but unless real and measurable progress is made in alleviating extreme poverty and correcting wealth and income inequality, the case for economic growth will fail to persuade on moral grounds. As Rajan and Zingales warn, perhaps the market winners with their lion's share of wealth will champion their victories, but in democracies, they do not have a majority of votes.
7
The moral claims of justice and human worth establish the economic as well as political aspects of human freedom. Understanding global economic development as both the instrumental means and the end of human freedom calls for concrete measures to evaluate the investment of capital in human beings and their capabilities. Undercapitalized people are not only un-free, they represent a moral failure of society in addition to their disruptive drag on its economy.' The economic cost of undercapitalized people is well understood-they do not pull their productive weight in the workplace; they get sick; they fill up prisons and homeless shelters; they default on the loans they take out to buy basic necessities; as angry, hopeless adolescents, their drugs, gangs, and violence are a menace to decent people. But the real failure is moral.
Any society-from the Main Street village to the global village-that fails to take responsibility for capitalizing its human beings is morally culpable for the damage done to those individuals and to the society. Virtue theory defines morality by the integrity of persons in fulfilling their purpose. 9 When human lives lack integrity because people are deprived of the means to realize their capabilities and fulfill their purpose, it is a moral failure. 9° And when that failure is attributable to society's concentration of capital among the rich at the expense of basic social benefits such as education, public safety, and living wages, the moral failure is shared by everyone, especially those who made policy decisions directing the structure of markets and flow of capital.
9 ' attention in international studies since the terrorist attacks in New York, Washington, Madrid, and London. 92 Prior to this time, moral concerns raised about the economy centered around the concept of "embeddedness" and "disembeddedness" introduced by Polanyi to distinguish between societies in which the process of providing for the material welfare of people was integrated in social institutions of kinship, religion, and politics, and market economies, in which the economy is a separate, autonomous sphere.' 93 Booth describes the pervasive commodification of nature, persons, and human activity in the modern market economy as the embedded economy "turned inside out, and now a whole society becomes embedded in the self-regulating mechanism of its own economy, the economy envelops society, refashioning its ethos and relations after its own image."'"' Moral economists question the morality of marketized society for its privileging of qualities considered immoral-or at least undesirable-in most traditional communities: material gain, calculation, atomism, and selfishness.' 95 The project of globalization-understood as bringing the entire world into the vortex of competitive free markets-is met with skepticism by those who are reluctant to see their valued traditions, relationships, and social practices subsumed into the market. Leaders of Islamic nations, for example, face complex challenges in attempts to develop modern market structures that do not conflict with explicit principles and injunctions of Islam.' 96 These concerns are not trivial; they undoubtedly represent a majority of the world's people who remain firmly identified with religious, ethnic, and cultural traditions where the embedded economy is still prevalent.
D. Human values and the moral economy
E. Business and the market valuation of human capital
Western democracies are champions of human rights, yet that value stands in stark contrast to the devaluation of human labor in the marketplace. A geopolitical order based primarily on the wisdom of the Invisible Hand carries increased human exposure to risks along with its opportunities. As Amartya Sen also demonstrates, capitalism, with its drive to efficiency, can be incompatible with human freedom.' 97 And the drive for efficiency does not account for inefficiencies of human worthor the fact that value is subjectively determined by humans who prefer the ineffi-ciency of their own preferences, and that efficiency itself is not value-free but embedded with values, or that corruption is efficiency-enhancing." 8 The problem of efficiency is especially glaring in the labor market, where human labor is valued as an input to production with no relation to the cost of a human life and the dignity of its worth. ' 99 The contradictions between the espoused moral valuation of human beings and the market valuation of their labor raise disquieting, thorny questions for which market state proponents have yet to find answers: From the moral perspective of justice and human worth:
* What is the moral basis for apportioning ownership of production profits? * What is the moral basis for determining the value of human labor as a factor of production? * What should be done about people who are market failures-whose market value income cannot cover the cost of a life of basic dignity? Who makes up the gap? How? * How much surplus should individuals be able to claim if their market value far exceeds the cost of their lives? * How is the "surplus" of capital determined? If the market value of human labor is below the real cost of a decent human life, then why is the productive capital considered "surplus" rather than wage entitlement? Why isn't the funneling of capital to "surplus" considered theft from the people whose labor is valued below the cost of their lives? * Why is it morally acceptable (or efficient) for financial institutions to earn money off loans for basic necessities (housing, cars, health care) from people whose labor is undervalued? At a time when productivity, profitability, and capital generation are dependent on human input that is not only increasingly valuable but increasingly portable, it may be a good time to rethink the value of human capabilities driving economic growth. While there will always be the need to accommodate individuals who are not market-competitive, the broader question of the moral valuation of human labor has far-reaching implications for a creative economy of knowledge and innovation. For most of history, productive labor has been relatively cheap and abundant; but that is no longer the case. "' Well-developed and highly functioning human capabilities are the currency of wealth creation and global economic growth. 20 ' That is the economic argument for human development. In a society that champions human rights, a moral argument for human development as the flourishing of human freedom through development and exercise of their capabilities should be made as well. Envisioning business as a platform of opportunity establishes a new understanding of the role of free enterprise in providing for human needs. The principles of human worth and justice and the moral claims of human capabilities establish a legitimating moral framework for expanding the mission of business beyond profit maximization to human opportunity creation. While this introduces new challenges in a business climate historically resistant to the concrete consequences of human moral claims, it also introduces new opportunities which enterprising business leaders have begun to explore. Business already is beginning to redefine its role in response to conditions that pose new demands on them. Corporate citizenship and social responsibility have become prominent features in business press," 2 and some of the theoretical work of redefining business is being done in business schools by faculty with both business and academic experience and expertise.
2 " 3 Many companies already have developed ways of doing business that align with the goals of human development. What is most significant, however, is the reorientation of purpose from strictly profit-oriented to a broader mission of what some call the Triple Bottom Line: People, Planet, and Profits. 
A. Defining the platform of opportunity
What does it mean for business to be a "platform of opportunity?" In concrete terms, it means that people will look to business as a primary means of assuring themselves of social benefits and, on the other hand, that business will be ready to provide a rich array of opportunities that compensate people according to the real value of their lives and enable them to achieve at least a threshold standard in realizing their human capabilities. 0 ' The major barrier for business to function as a true platform of opportunity, as it is currently oriented, is the singularity of the profit motive. ness) and its charter. A focus on profitability for owners may be appropriate when there is a robust apparatus of social benefits provision available through the State, but it is not appropriate or just when social benefits are defined in large part by the opportunities available to individuals through business.
B. Stakeholder views of the corporation
The traditional American view of the corporation has focused on shareholders and management's fiduciary responsibility to their claims. 08 Academic business leaders have begun to theorize corporate business as a nexus of stakeholders with common interests. James Post, Lee Preston and Sybille Sachs, for example, raise probing questions about the current ownership model of the corporation, suggesting that a stakeholder model is much more appropriate to the way business is conducted and wealth is created in the current economy. 0 9 While not uncontested, Post's stakeholder view of the corporation aligns well with the moral claims of human values: "The corporation is an organization engaged in mobilizing resources for productive uses in order to create wealth and other benefits (and not to intentionally destroy wealth, increase risk, or cause harm) for its multiple constituents, or stakeholders. 
C. Corporate citizenship
Corporate citizenship and social responsibility have become important concepts and practices in contemporary business.
2
While there is much variation in how these concepts are understood and practiced among businesses, there is growing commitment and consensus around basic principles. Jeffrey Garten proposes a five-point corporate citizenship agenda to guide CEOs and corporate boards to fulfill their obligations in promoting human flourishing in the global economy:
1. "CEOs must be proactive and transparent when it comes to issues of corporate citizenship and social responsibility."
members. 224 Companies also invest in education, not only for their own employees, but for the children and communities in which they do business. 25
CONCLUSION
The key regulatory focus for considering business as a platform of opportunity is the degree to which it is effective for everyone-not just shareholders and owners, but whole communities around the world-in building and sustaining a richly authentic human life. Future regulatory initiatives will be driven by questions such as:
* Are there opportunities for ordinary people as well as brilliant entrepreneurs? * Can a person, at any location in a firm's payscale, work a full-time job and support herself in a way that fulfills all of her capabilities at least to a minimal level? * Can small businesses generate enough capital to provide effectively for the social benefits of their stakeholders? * Is there work for everyone who needs to work? * If, as Rajan and others insist, a market system is risky and has losers, is business helping to retool workers and continually invest in their ongoing productive capabilities? * Is business helping communities accustomed to large-scale employment make the transition to self-sufficiency when a plant relocates or an industry is downsized? From any perspective of human worth and justice, business needs to reframe its purpose to accommodate the true value of human lives and human labor in their business models and value networks. Although business has a long way to go in becoming a fully developed and effective platform of opportunity for all, the journey already has begun. 
